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1. EXT. GRAVEYARD. DUSK.

Wildflowers line a well-worn trail through aging headstones.

LOU (22), biting his tongue in concentration, pulls bunches

of flowers from a paper bag, pulling their stems off and

tossing them aside. He glances at an open journal, reading

under his breath.

Lou looks into the sky. Then to his watch.

LOU

Crud.

The body of a young man (JACK, 25) lies by his side, in a

suit, covered in dirt. Lou begins planting the flowers in

the pockets of the corpse, in it’s armpits, in between it’s

fingers, around it’s head. He throws powders and dusts over

the body.

LOU

(to self)

C’mon, c’mon.

Finally, he places his watch on the grass, pulls a rock from

his bag. He momentarily observes the grey face of the

corpse. He whispers something in another language. Lou

raises the rock above his head and smashes the watch.

A breeze blows across the graveyard. Lou doesn’t budge,

staring intently at the corpse. There is an extended moment

of silence.

Without warning, Jack sits up.

JACK

RRRARGH!

Lou is taken by surprise and loses his balance.

LOU

You scared the bejeezus out of me!

JACK CONT’D

The look on your dumb face!

Jack laughs maniacally as he pulls Lou into a huge embrace.

They roll about on the ground.



2.

2. INT. PUBLIC TOILET. NIGHT.

A fluorescent light shines brightly as Jack and Lou stand in

front of a grubby mirror, Lou applying make-up to Jack’s

face. One half of his face looks dead, the other resembles

that of a mostly alive person. They are grinning.

Lou loads up his foundation brush and continues colouring

Jack’s cheek. Jack starts laughing.

LOU

This is necessary, okay? People

will stare.

JACK

No please, continue. You have such

a natural technique -

LOU

Hey, this is hard enough without

your mouth moving all the time.

Jack laughs.

JACK

Where did you even get this stuff?

LOU

It’s Mum’s. Stop talking for a sec.

JACK

How are you two?

LOU

Stop talking.

JACK

Geez, that bad?

Lou gives him a look. Pause.

JACK CONT’D

Okay, a better question; is there a

girl?

Lou shakes his head.

JACK CONT’D

Come on bro, what have you been

doing for the past two months?

Looking at porn...?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

LOU

(quickly)

No.

JACK

Hmm... why don’t I believe you...?

LOU

Look, there kind of is a girl, but

I dunno, I’m not feeling it.

JACK

Not feeling it? What are you

grieving the death of your awesome

brother or something?

He attempts to laugh but Lou doesn’t seem enthused. Lou

struggles with a make-up container, Jack helps him open it.

JACK CONT’D

How long have we got?

Pause.

LOU

Till sunrise.

JACK

Well shit, we better make it worth

all this effort, little bro.

LOU

That’s the plan. (beat) Do you want

lipstick?

JACK

(without hesitation)

Yes, of course.

Lou, laughing, opens his bag and pulls out some clothes,

thrusting them into Jack’s chest.

LOU

Put these on.

JACK

Okay, but before I do that; we’re

going to find this girl.

LOU

Hell -!

Jack presses a finger to Lou’s lips.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

JACK

Shh sweet Lou... Don’t resist...

Your brother knows what he is

doing...

3. EXT. STREET. NIGHT.

Lou stands nervously drinking the contents of a fluoro pink

slushie through a straw. He stares across the road to a shop

window. Jack is inside, animatedly talking to GRACE (22),

who seems delighted by the conversation.

Jack points across the road to Lou, they both wave at him.

Lou waves back, sheepishly. Lou gets a brain freeze and

starts smacking his head. Jack and Grace seem amused.

4. EXT. STREET. NIGHT.

Jack crosses the road and approaches Lou.

JACK

Firstly, what a babe. Secondly,

we’re going to a party with her!

He smiles at Lou, who seems less than thrilled.

5. EXT. STREET. NIGHT.

Grace walks between Lou and Jack, they eat noodles out of

boxes with chopsticks.

JACK

So Grace, how do you know my

brother?

GRACE

Lou, how do I know you?

Lou shrugs.

GRACE

More importantly, why have you

never mentioned you have a brother?

LOU

Not sure. I guess it just never

came up?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

GRACE & JACK

It just never came up?

LOU

What?

Jack prods Lou with a chopstick. Lou hits him away.

LOU

It just never came up! Grace, would

you like to hear about my family?

And do you have a tonne of beer,

cause you’re going to wanna be

drunk.

GRACE

(to Jack)

In his defense, I never really

asked.

JACK

In his defense, my brother is a

giant wang.

LOU

Where is this party anyway?

GRACE

At my friend’s place. Also, be

warned, we may be forced to do

things we’re not proud of.

JACK

Sounds great!

LOU

Sounds terrifying.

They laugh at Lou.

GRACE

Hey, we’ll look after you.

She squeezes Lou’s arm.

CUT TO:



6.

6. INT. PARTY HOUSE BEDROOM. NIGHT.

Grace, Lou and Jack sit in a vibrant craft room surrounded

by materials, stationary, costumes and glitter. A few other

people sit in the corner, crafting animal masks out of

paper, drinking beers. Lou puts his fox mask on, Jack points

at it’s wonky ear and laughs. Lou takes it off, hastily.

Grace continues sticking feathers onto the face of her bird

mask. Jack asks the nearby party-goers if he can borrow

their glue, he is confident and charming. The girls flutter

as they pass him the glue. He winks.

Lou attempts to fix his fox ear. Grace softly takes the mask

from his hands and re-attaches the ear. She passes it back.

Jack, aware of everything, raises his eyebrows. Lou throws

craft materials at him.

Three girls dressed as cats arrive at the bedroom door in a

jumble, intoxicated. They pounce onto Jack, Lou and Grace,

delightedly taking their hands and forcing them to their

feet.

The trio and the cats leave the craft room in single file,

masks in hand.

CUT TO:

7. INT. PARTY ROOM DANCE FLOOR. NIGHT.

They enter the party, the house dressed as a technicolour

jungle. People dressed as animals, dancing wildly. They are

forced to do shots upon entry, coughing. Jack howls.

Grace is greeted by her friends who embrace her as she

enters the dance floor. She gestures for the boys to follow.

Lou stiffens. Jack shakes him by the shoulders.

JACK

(yelling)

Relax little bro!

Lou spots a passing shot and grabs it, throwing it back.

Jack laughs and pushes Lou onto the dance floor, the cats

welcoming them. The lights blaze pink and green.

CUT TO:



7.

8. INT. PARTY ROOM DANCE FLOOR. NIGHT.

Animals dance in slow motion. Jack dances with a cat. Grace

emerges from the crowd.

A tribal dance begins, the occupants of the room moving in

circles and dancing without inhibition. The trio dance

together. The party-goers dance around them, like

funk-loving natives.

Lou and Grace begin dancing together. They have fun, dancing

closer and closer. Lou spins around, doing a sort of Michael

Jackson flourish. When he turns back, Jack is nowhere to be

seen. Grace is dancing with a gorilla.

Lou looks around. He cannot see Jack. The dance continues

around him, the music fades away. Lou panics, pulling his

mask off. The party magnifies around him as he pushes

through people to find his brother.

Suddenly Jack emerges from the kitchen, beers in hand. He

gestures to the drinks, then notices Lou’s expression. Lou

approaches him and they embrace. Lou gasps for air.

Grace watches from the other side of the room.

The brothers continue to embrace.

CUT TO:

9. EXT. PARTY HOUSE. NIGHT.

Music plays from inside the house. People sit in clumps

outside the house, smoking. Grace is in one of these groups.

Jack and Lou exit the house. One of the cat-women follows

hastily, she smacks a kiss onto Jack’s cheek, then slinks

off. Grace joins them, yawning.

GRACE

Where to?

Lou looks into the sky, not willing to answer.

JACK

Come on.

He leads them away from the house.

Several animals run out onto the road, cacawing and roaring

into the night. The trio howl back from the opposite end of

the street.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

Grace hops onto Jack’s back as they walk. Lou watches them.

CUT TO:

10. EXT. GRAVEYARD. NIGHT.

They pass through the gates of a graveyard. Lou leads them

to an open coffin, lying at the bottom of a grave. Dirt

piles around it. Grace slows. Though she is perplexed, the

truth somehow finds her. Jack gives a light smile her way.

Lou stares into the coffin.

CUT TO:

11. INT. COFFIN. EARLY MORNING.

Grace sits by a tree, some way from the grave. She stares

into the sky. Inside the coffin, Lou and Jack lay

top-to-tail, also staring up at the sky.

LOU

When I was a kid, I never imagined

I wouldn’t have you in my life.

JACK

Grace is nice, Lou.

Pause.

JACK CONT’D

She’s crazy for you.

LOU

I don’t care what she is. No one’s

ever going to fill your place.

JACK

They’re not meant to.

Lou chokes.

LOU

I love you, forever.

JACK

I love you forever. I’m serious.

LOU

I’ll keep resurecting you. Every

day.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 9.

JACK

Lou, you can’t do this again.

Jack wipes Lou’s tears with his jacket sleeve. The brothers

are quiet. After some time, Lou somehow manages to laugh.

LOU

Your coffin smells terrible.

JACK

Don’t worry, I won’t be in here

much longer.

Their hands are entwined. Lou regains some composure.

LOU

What’s it like- you know... Is it

scary?

JACK

It’s like that - (pointing to the

stars) - it’s big and scary, but

also beautiful.

LOU

Can you tell me about it? I think

I’ll go crazy if you don’t.

JACK

Get comfy little brother, it’s an

epic.

Lou smiles, sleepily. Jack starts telling him about the

Universe. The stars shine above them.

CUT TO:

12. EXT. GRAVEYARD. SUNRISE.

Grace opens her eyes, Lou is standing over her. She sees his

expression and takes him in her arms.

They walk over to the grave, both looking in to the lifeless

body of Jack. They throw their animal masks into the coffin.

Lou rubs his eyes, smiling, not wanting to cry in front of

Grace.

She looks at him, he looks at her. The sun rises in pinks

and yellows.

THE END
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